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Download

【Game Version】.v1.0.0
【Interface】.This game is

available to be played on Android
and iOS devices. 【Main

Characters】 .Parr the brave fox.
.Tya the lovely otter. 【Main

Events】 .The chase. This is the
only thing that needs your help.
.Human invasion, danger to a

Furri. 【Game Concept】.
.Decrypting with logic. .Furry
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fighting. .Puzzle. 【Game
Features】. .Want to play the

game but can't find the
download link? Join us! We have
a link to download the game! We

also have our Discord and
Twitter, you can contact us

there! If you see a bug, please
report it to us.Thank you for your

time! 【Developed by Hundred
Dream of Animals】. 【Game
License】. Neglected game
©2018 Hundred Dream of
Animals All images in this

website are copyrighted or under
the rights of the artist, property

of exceptions are under this
banner. Grace can you do it!?

The action is 100% original, the
graphics are smooth and colorful.
It's a game that makes you feel
like driving a bus. The game is
supported by in-app purchases.
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You must know how to read and
write English. The game is easy
to play and understand. Find out
what's behind the action! ･･････
････････････････････････････
････････････････････････････

･･･････�

Features Key:

Level:

Neglected latest level 30 - 45.
  If you are interested in the details of the

implementation please take a look at Neglected
SQL profile

  Mode:

This is the basic version of the game. In the full
version there will be several game features, as for

example:

Player can remove objects
Player can collect coupons
Pick-up can be another object
Debugger mode

Objects:
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User Interface:

HINT: Collect all objects and reset the position of the player!

 Clear screen

 
  Push me!
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